
Chapter 7 

IGBT Gate Driver and Control Unit 

I he IGBT Gate Driver unit sandwiches between the semiconductor based power block and 
'he micro-controller based control unit. Hardware PWM signal generated by the micro-
L)ntroller can't couple directly to the gate terminals of IGBT and it is needed to process 

_ lcctrically to suit for the transistor requirements. There are specifically designed 
,cmiconductor devices are available for this and known as IGBT Gate Drivers. Figure 7.1 
11elow sho\vs an IGBT Gate Drive Optocoupler, and it is electrically isolated completely. 
< lutput of the driver is having a driving capacity up to 2.0A. Hewlett Packard manufactures 

111S device and is HCNW3120. [9] 
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rfig-7.1: Scfiematic of tfie 1(_/B'T qate (])riw Opto-coup[er 

\s the ratings of the lGBT increases the complexity of the gate driver circuit is also 
:ncrcases. The above HCNW3120 can be used up to 300A/ 1200V IGBTs, and when there 
's a higher version, it is recommended to use additional discrete stage at the output of the 
~ate driver as shown in the figure 7.2 below. 
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'Fig-7.2: Scfiematic of an Optimized qate (])river Circuit witfi Output rDzscrete Stage 
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igurc 7.3 shows below a gate driver with a discrete stage and it is for driving 800Ail600V 
i(iBTs. It is used by very famous industrial VFDs by Siemens Gennany. [ 1 OJ 
:~ut for our application, we do not require a very complex gate driver circuit, and an 
'Ptimized gate driver circuit for the IGBT is given below in the figure 7.2 above. 
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CJ"ig-7. 3: Scfiematic ([)iagram of an I 90'[ qate ([)ri·ver for I ncfustria[ rf)scD 

'.l Calculation of Gate Resistance: 
''alculation of gate resistance is very important for the optimum operation of the IGBT and 
'11\S will match the characteristics of the gate driver and the Gate terminal the TGBT. This 
.·an optimize the Rise-Time and Fall-Time of the gate driver signal, and consequently can 
111\nimize the power loss due to switching. 
\n example gate resistance calculation is given below in the figure 7.4. [9] According to 

the practical implementation, Vcc=15V and Yuc=O. 
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(15V -0-2V) 

Rg 2.5A 

Rg =5.2n 

~ccording to the above calculation, the gate resistance for the driver is 5.2 n. 

7.2 Characteristics of the Gate Driver: 
hgure 7.5 shows below the Gate driver signal, which is captured with an oscilloscope. 
Pulse frequency is 5kHz, peak-to-peak voltage of the signal is 14.4V and the mean voltage 

is 9.73V. 

CFig-7.5: rvtJa,vejorm ojo/cf'E- ~Signa[ for Jr;_;CBrt 

\\'hen it's come to the characteristics ofthe gate driver, Rise-Time and Fall-Time are very 
1111portant. With the implemented circuit as in the figure 7.2 above, it is possible to achieve 
the rise time is 17.51 us and the fall time is 8.967us at a pulse frequency of 5kHz. 
Figure 7.6 and 7.7 below are showing the rise time and fall time waveforms captured by an 
l)Scilloscope. These characteristics are well suited for the IGBT and ensured a reliable and 

\cry effective gate driving by the design. 
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rJ"ig-7. 6: (j(ise crime Ca[cufation of qate Signa[ of IqCBrr·witfi tfie Osci[[oscope 

'Fig-7. 7: rJ"a[[CJime Ca[cufation of qate Signa[ of IqCB'Twitfi tfie Osci[[oscope 

7.3 Control Unit: 
Central processor for the control unit is the PIC 16F877 A micro controller. It is having two 
llarclware Pulse Width Modulation (HPWM) outputs and one is used to drive the lGBT of 
the power electronics starter. This HPWM channel is having a facility to program the pulse 
11-cquency from 500Hz to 37kHz, but most preferred operating frequency is 1OkHz and it 

has proven via simulations. 
!'his includes an LCD to display the operating and programming data, and the controller 
parameterization can be clone via a keypad. Further this is having a facility to program a 
Ramp-up time. which could be able to accelerate the rotor to the rated speed automatically 
\\ithin that given time. Reduction of the speed or the rotor to a minimum while stopping is 
also possible with this unit and it is called as the Ramp-clown time. 
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Further, this control unit can be extended to control the speed of the rotor with a feedback 
loop, and the most concern disadvantage of the wound rotor motors with conventional 
starters can be fully omitted. Meaning that, this control unit can be extended to program the 
torque/ speed characteristics of the rotor or the load. 
Figure 7.8 shows the schematic diagram of the control unit with the micro controller. And 
1t is showing the electrical connection of the gate driver unit with the micro controller . 
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'Flg-7. 9: fictua[ 'Figure of tfie Contra[ Vnit for tfie Power CE[ectronics Starter of 'VV'l\/)11 
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\dditionally this unit is having two programmable relay outputs, which can extend to drive 
IlL' stator power contactor and the bypass contactor for the rotor circuit as in the figure 3.1 

,')0\'C. 

\ctual photograph of the constructed control unit is shown in the figure 7.8 above. It is 
i]l)wing a duty of 238 out of 255 for the transistor gate drive at a pulse frequency of 5kHz. 

·A Source Code for HPWM Waveform Generation: 
· lcrc the main Control unit is the PIC16F877 A, a very famous micro-controller in the 
11arket. It is having 2 number of HPWM channels, and one channel is dedicated to drive 
l1c IGBT. Source code has developed to change the pulse frequency from 500Hz to 37kHz 
tnd the duty factor of the IGBT can control from 0 to 255, i.e. 8-bit resolution. 
iquid Crystal Display (LCD) unit is there for the display purposes, and a keypad is there 

tl input parameters of the starter. Developed source code for-the experiment is attached 
1clow. and is developed by using PICBASICPRO, which is readable very much. 

ADCON1=%00001001 
TrisE=O 
TrisB=255 
option_reg=O 
on interrupt goto isr 

intcon=%10011000 

DEFINE LCD_DREG PORTO 
DEFINE LCD_DBIT 4 
DEFINE LCD_RSREG PORTO 
DEFINE LCD_RSBIT 2 
DEFINE LCD_EREG PORTO 
DEFINE LCD_EBIT 3 
DEFINE LCD_BITS 4 
DEFINE LCD_LINES 2 

pause 100 
LCDOUT $FE,1,"Hello" 
LCDOUT $FE,$C0,"World" 

on_sw var bit 
off_sw var bit 
enter_sw var bit 
on_sw=O 
off_sw=O 
enter_sw=O 
duty var byte 
duty=1 
frequency var word 
frequency=500 

'enter var portB.O 
function var portB.1 
up var portB.2 
down var portB.3 
'on_sw var portB.4 
'off_sw var portB.5 
high portE.1 

ma1n: 
if up=O and duty<> 255 then 
duty=duty+1 
LCDOUT $FE,1,"duty :",dec duty 
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LCDOUT $FE,$CO,"PulseFreq:",dec frequency 
gosub set_pwm 
pause 200 
endif 

if down=O and duty<> 0 then 
duty=duty-1 
LCDOUT $FE,l,"duty :",dec duty 
LCDOUT $FE,$CO,"PulseFreq:",dec frequency 
gosub set_pwm 
pause 200 
endif 

if function=O then 
LCDOUT $FE,l,"function" 
pause 200 
endif 

goto main 

set_pwm: 
HPWM l,duty,frequency 
return 

' send a 50% duty cycle PWM signal at 1kHz 

disable 
1 s r: 
if intcon.O=l then 
intcon.O=O 

'Portb pin change interrupt 

endif 

if portb.4=0 then 
on_sw=l 
if frequency <> 25000 then 

frequency=frequency+50 

endif 
endif 

LCDOUT $FE,l,"pulsefreq:",dec frequency 
HPWM l,duty,frequency 
pause 200 

if portb.5=0 then 
off_sw=l 

if frequency <>500 then 
frequency=frequency-50 

endif 
endif 

LCDOUT $FE,l,"pulsefreq:",dec frequency 
HPWM l,duty,frequency 
pause 200 

if intcon.l=l then 'RBO interrupt 
intcon.l=O 
enter_sw=l 
LCDOUT $FE,l,"enter_sw" 
pause 500 
endif 

resume 
enable 

end 
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